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We are an employee-owned company 

that combines advanced technologies 

with superior workmanship to provide 

the highest-quality design, construction  

and project management available 

in the electrical contracting industry.

Since 1908

The safety department 

at Kelso-Burnett  

offers OSHA 10-  

and 30-hour classes. For more information or  

to schedule a class, contact Scott Johnson at  

(847) 483-3826 or Cathy Kay at (847) 483-3827.

NFPA 70E Training

Kelso-Burnett continues to train 

employees and clients on the  

NFPA 70E requirements. Only  

an employee who is certified as an “Electrically 

Qualified Worker” may approach and work on live 

systems. He or she must also utilize an Energized 

Work Permit. Contact Cathy Kay at (847) 483-3827 if 

you would like to schedule a training session.

One of the advantages of working for a company like 
Kelso-Burnett Co. is the opportunity to be involved in 
some very unique and interesting projects. Over our 
104-year history we’ve done just about everything from 
the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair “Century of Progress” to 
the 2011 Rivers Casino in Des Plaines, Illinois. We have 
completed projects for nuclear power plants, hospitals, 
corporate campuses,  GE assembly plants, automotive 
lines, television and radio studios, data centers, schools, 
pharmaceuticals and just about everything imaginable that 
runs on electricity. But one thing we have never done is a 
NATO summit, until now.

Never before has a NATO summit been held on US 
soil outside of Washington DC (which hosted two).  
Kelso-Burnett was called upon as the sole provider for 
all the electrical requirements for the two day event 
which occupied over 800,000 square-feet of convention 
floor space at McCormick Place North and South. The 
Lakeside building utilized another 300,000 square feet of 
staging area for the event. Over sixty three countries were 
represented along with the current twenty eight NATO 
member nations. Approximately 19,000 VIPs, along with 
about 2,200 credentialed journalists, flew in from around 
the world for the summit.

Our schedule was quite simple, one week to set up and 
48 hours to disassemble. The challenge was to mobilize 
crews that continuously fluctuated in size from 6 to 
250 working 24-hour days over a 9 day period. In the 
meantime, it was critical to us that all of our ongoing jobs 
would be properly manned during this process. Our crews 
went about the tasks of assembling new offices, meeting 
rooms, conference centers and the main meeting room 
throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings while under the scrutiny of a tight security 
regimen.

Thanks to the ‘can do’ attitude of our employees, we were 
able to accomplish all of our assigned tasks, totaling over 
12,500 man-hours, ahead of schedule as thousands of 
international travelers poured into the city. The NATO 
summit was a great success not only for Kelso-Burnett 
Co., but also for the entire City of Chicago and the state 
of Illinois. We’re sorry to see this great event end, but on 
the other hand we can’t wait to see what our next great 
new adventure will be! Please continue to read through 
our newsletter for more information on our work at the 
NATO Chicago Summit.

– Brad Weir, President & CEO

This past May, Kelso-Burnett Co. was called upon to be 
the sole provider for all of the electrical requirements for 
the prestigious NATO Chicago Summit. The North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) began in 1949 and is an 
intergovernmental alliance made up of 28 countries from 
Europe and North America that cooperate with one another 
in the fields of security and defense. NATO’s alliance works 
on keeping its countries safe and secure from threats such as 
weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missile technologies, 
cyber attacks, terrorism, government repression, and more. 
Outside of Washington, D.C., there has never been a NATO 
summit held on U.S. soil until the 2012 NATO Chicago 
Summit.

Contracted through Edlen Exhibitor Services, Kelso-Burnett 
Co. completed all of the lighting requirements for the two-
day conference held at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. 
This project was unlike any other Kelso-Burnett has ever been 
on over its 104-year history. K-B electricians were given one 
week for set-up, and only 48-hours to disassemble everything 
within an 800,000 square-foot working area at the McCormick 
Place facility. Over the short project duration, crews were 
continuously mobilized throughout the facility and fluctuated 
in size from 6 to 250 electricians working 24-hour days over a 
9-day period.

The Kelso-Burnett Co. team led by Project Manager and 
Superintendent Bob Dawson, General Foreman Eddie Rosales, 
Foremen Paul Cisco, Chris Crylen, Tim Quinlivan and Tracy 
Olkiewicz, and numerous Kelso-Burnett and McCormick 
Place electricians had an assortment of tasks over the 9-day 
project. The K-B team was responsible for the assembly of 
new temporary offices, the Main Meeting Room, various 
breakout and meeting rooms, conference centers, and much 
more throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings. Within these spaces, Kelso-Burnett electricians 

used over 10,000 feet of lighting truss, installed over 30,000 
stage lighting fixtures, and installed a one Mega-Watt backup 
generator. During the live NATO conference, Kelso-Burnett had 
50 electricians on ‘stand by’ that installed a 200 person press 
box containing a 600-Amp feed with over 200 20-Amp circuits 
in only 4-hours!

Work over the course of the project was completed under 
constant surveillance from the Secret Service and other 
McCormick Place Security. Prior to the project, every Kelso-
Burnett electrician had to submit to a background check in 
order to gain authorization and receive entry badges into the 
facility. While working inside the convention center, security 
was even more stringent. Electricians were constantly under 
surveillance and Secret Service Agents were always present 
throughout the construction process. Before any lighting 
truss could be raised, Secret Service dogs were used to 
evaluate the area and sniff around each truss for any signs of 
foreign materials (explosives, weapons, etc.). Even with all 
of the distractions around McCormick Place, Kelso-Burnett 
electricians were able to accomplish all of their assigned tasks 
ahead of schedule as thousands of international travelers poured 
into the city of Chicago.

Our gratitude goes out to Edlen Exhibitor Service’s project 
team consisting of Regional Vice President Mike Wickens, 
and General Manager Art Hill for their expertise and 
professionalism throughout the course of the project. The 2012 
Chicago NATO Summit was a great success for Edlen, Kelso-
Burnett, and for the entire City of Chicago. Additionally, the 
Chicago Police Department did a fantastic job with handling of 
all the protests, and showed the world that Chicago is ready to 
handle anything that is presented to us. Although we are sorry 
to see this great event end, we are pleased to have yet again 
worked on another very exciting piece of Chicago’s incredible 
history.
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Jordan Ehr  
Jordan Ehr, son of Vice President Carl Ehr out of Kelso-Burnett’s Gurnee office, is completing a summer 
internship with KB Advanced Technologies and Kelso-Burnett Co. out of the Chicago office location for 
the second year in a row. Over the course of his internship, he will be assisting project managers with 
their daily tasks to gain first-hand knowledge of the nature of the electrical industry. This Fall, Jordan will 
be entering his junior year at Milwaukee School of Engineering where he is working towards a degree in 
Mechanical Engineering. 

Dan Maimonis - 2011 James R. Kostek Award Winner 
Congratulations to the second recipient of the newly named James R. Kostek Award which went to 
Director of Preconstruction Services Dan Maimonis out of the Rolling Meadows office for his outstanding 
achievements during the year of 2011. The James R. Kostek Award is given out to the “Division Manager of 
the Year” to celebrate their accomplishments over the previous year. Dan is in charge of Kelso-Burnett Co.’s 
Central Estimating department which has been instrumental in Kelso-Burnett’s success over the years.  

In 2010 through 2011, Dan played a very important leadership role contributing to the vast success of the 
Rivers Casino project in Des Plaines, Illinois which goes down as one of the largest projects in Kelso-
Burnett’s history. Some other notable projects that Dan has been a part of include various projects for 
Hartgrove Hospital, IBM, Norwood Crossing, and Three Crowns Park to name a few.

Therese Martersteck 
Congratulations to Therese Martersteck who was recently hired by KB Advanced Technologies on May 
14, 2012, to take on the role of Project Engineer out of the Chicago (Loop) office. Therese comes to KB 
Advanced Technologies after working as an Account Manager for Anixter Inc.

Kris Murray 
Congratulations to Kris Murray and his wife, Kelly, for recently becoming proud parents of their second 
child, and first son. The Murray family welcomes Konnor Michael Murray who was born on May 29, 2012 
at 7:11PM weighing 6 pounds and 14 ounces. Kris is currently working out of Kelso-Burnett’s Rockford 
office as a Project Manager on the prestigious iFiber Broadband Infrastructure project. 

Rachel Ryder 
Rachel Ryder, daughter of Rolling Meadows Branch Manager John Ryder, is currently working as a 
Summer Project Assistant for Kelso-Burnett Co. out of the Rolling Meadows office where she will be 
assisting project managers with their daily tasks. Rachel recently graduated Cum Laude from Loyola 
Academy in Wilmette, Illinois and worked on the technical lighting crew for all of her school’s plays during 
her high school tenure.

Later in the summer, Rachel will be spending three weeks in Alaska where she will be working with other 
kids her age from around the country. Some of the activities they will participate in include a backpacking 
trip through the Tongass National Forest, working on a nine-day trail in Alaska State Parks improving 
trails in the Juneau area, and sea kayaking the Alaskan coast where they plan to encounter nearby glaciers, 
humpback whales, sea lions, eagles, and more as they explore our nation’s last frontier. After her Alaska 
trip, Rachel is planning on attending the University of Minnesota in the upcoming Fall.  

Nate Spears 
Congratulations to Nate and Christi Spears for recently welcoming the newest addition to their family. Nate 
and Christi had an early start to the Memorial Day weekend by welcoming their first child, Avriana Mae 
Spears. Avriana was born on May 25, 2012 at 10:40AM weighing in at 9 pounds, 13 ounces and 20.5 inches 
long. Nate currently works as a Division Manager out of the Chicago (Loop) office.

KELSO-KURRENTS

In August of 2011, Kelso-Burnett Co. was one of three contractors awarded a large broadband 
infrastructure contract to build a 900-mile fiber network throughout Boone, Carroll, Jo Daviess, 
LaSalle, Lee, Ogle, Stephenson, Winnebago, and Whiteside counties located throughout 
northern Illinois. This advanced network will provide a dark fiber that supports up to 10Gbps 
which will give numerous Illinois residents access to the same high-speed network and 
efficiencies that are currently utilized in the larger metropolitan areas of the country.

Recently, Kelso-Burnett Co.’s iFiber Broadband project was featured in the Mendota Reporter 
as work was set to begin in the Mendota area of LaSalle County. The article discussed how 
the streets of Mendota are being fitted with handhole boxes made up of a chemical and water 
resistant precast polymer concrete. While digging in the Mendota downtown area, workers 
uncovered old coal chutes beneath the sidewalks, so the handholes had to be installed in the 
street rather than underneath the existing sidewalks. Currently, ducts are being placed in the 
handhole boxes where fiber will be blown through within the upcoming months.  Additionally, 
the boxes contain a tool that allows the use of tracing tools should the fiber duct require trace in 
the future.

Upon completion of the fiber installation, the Illinois Fiber Resources Group (iFiber) will 
begin working with service providers in the area who will provide high-speed connections to 
institutions such as schools, government, libraries, colleges and health care providers. Upon 
project completion in August, 2013, connectivity will reach the area’s businesses and residents 
that lie along the iFiber project route. 

As a founding member of the Chicago Electrical Industry 
(CEI) Community Outreach, Kelso-Burnett Co. and 
other distinguished members of the electrical industry 
again sponsored the American Cancer Society’s Walk & 
Roll event held in Chicago, Illinois. This year was the 
American Cancer Society’s 41st Walk & Roll event in 
Chicago which brings together thousands of attendees to 
join in the fight against cancer every year. It is astonishing 
to think that over 1.4 million people are diagnosed with 
cancer each year. Diligently working to reduce that figure, 
the American Cancer Society is the largest voluntary 
health organization in the world working to eliminate 
cancer as a major health problem through research, 
education, advocacy and service.

The American Cancer Society’s Walk & Roll event 
brings together participants of all kinds – individual 
participants, families, companies and co-workers, 
cancer survivors, caregivers, and many more. During 
registration to participate in the event, Chicago 
participants either selected from a 5-mile walk, 10-mile 
skate or 15-mile bike ride along Chicago’s lakefront 
and popular downtown areas. The founding members of 
CEI organized their own teams in order to raise funds 
and spread awareness of the American Cancer Society’s 
mission of working to eliminate cancer, and celebrate 
more birthdays. Kelso-Burnett Co. formed a team within 
CEI encouraging friends and family to participate and 
donate to the American Cancer Society. Team Kelso-
Burnett collected over $10,000 from nearly one-hundred 
individual donors, and had over twenty-seven participant’s 
register to walk, skate, or bike at the event. Overall, the 
CEI companies had a combined 1,317 people registered 
to attend the Walk & Roll event raising nearly $250,000 
for the American Cancer Society.

On Sunday, April 29, 2012, the American Cancer 
Society’s Walk & Roll event was hosted just outside of 
Soldier Field (home of the Chicago Bears) in Chicago, 
Illinois. Thankfully, it turned out to be a great day unlike 
last year which was one of the coldest, windiest, and 
rainiest days Chicago had experienced in the month of 
May, 2011. The sunshine and mild weather contributed to 
a great turnout as well over three-thousand people showed 
their support for those who have had, and currently have 
to battle with cancer. CEI and Kelso-Burnett look forward 
to showing its support again next year.

K-B Sparks K-B Sparks continued

KB Milestones – iFiber Update

CEI Participates in American Cancer Society’s Walk & Roll Event
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One of the advantages of working for a company like 
Kelso-Burnett Co. is the opportunity to be involved in 
some very unique and interesting projects. Over our 
104-year history we’ve done just about everything from 
the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair “Century of Progress” to 
the 2011 Rivers Casino in Des Plaines, Illinois. We have 
completed projects for nuclear power plants, hospitals, 
corporate campuses,  GE assembly plants, automotive 
lines, television and radio studios, data centers, schools, 
pharmaceuticals and just about everything imaginable that 
runs on electricity. But one thing we have never done is a 
NATO summit, until now.

Never before has a NATO summit been held on US 
soil outside of Washington DC (which hosted two).  
Kelso-Burnett was called upon as the sole provider for 
all the electrical requirements for the two day event 
which occupied over 800,000 square-feet of convention 
floor space at McCormick Place North and South. The 
Lakeside building utilized another 300,000 square feet of 
staging area for the event. Over sixty three countries were 
represented along with the current twenty eight NATO 
member nations. Approximately 19,000 VIPs, along with 
about 2,200 credentialed journalists, flew in from around 
the world for the summit.

Our schedule was quite simple, one week to set up and 
48 hours to disassemble. The challenge was to mobilize 
crews that continuously fluctuated in size from 6 to 
250 working 24-hour days over a 9 day period. In the 
meantime, it was critical to us that all of our ongoing jobs 
would be properly manned during this process. Our crews 
went about the tasks of assembling new offices, meeting 
rooms, conference centers and the main meeting room 
throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings while under the scrutiny of a tight security 
regimen.

Thanks to the ‘can do’ attitude of our employees, we were 
able to accomplish all of our assigned tasks, totaling over 
12,500 man-hours, ahead of schedule as thousands of 
international travelers poured into the city. The NATO 
summit was a great success not only for Kelso-Burnett 
Co., but also for the entire City of Chicago and the state 
of Illinois. We’re sorry to see this great event end, but on 
the other hand we can’t wait to see what our next great 
new adventure will be! Please continue to read through 
our newsletter for more information on our work at the 
NATO Chicago Summit.

– Brad Weir, President & CEO

This past May, Kelso-Burnett Co. was called upon to be 
the sole provider for all of the electrical requirements for 
the prestigious NATO Chicago Summit. The North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) began in 1949 and is an 
intergovernmental alliance made up of 28 countries from 
Europe and North America that cooperate with one another 
in the fields of security and defense. NATO’s alliance works 
on keeping its countries safe and secure from threats such as 
weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missile technologies, 
cyber attacks, terrorism, government repression, and more. 
Outside of Washington, D.C., there has never been a NATO 
summit held on U.S. soil until the 2012 NATO Chicago 
Summit.

Contracted through Edlen Exhibitor Services, Kelso-Burnett 
Co. completed all of the lighting requirements for the two-
day conference held at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. 
This project was unlike any other Kelso-Burnett has ever been 
on over its 104-year history. K-B electricians were given one 
week for set-up, and only 48-hours to disassemble everything 
within an 800,000 square-foot working area at the McCormick 
Place facility. Over the short project duration, crews were 
continuously mobilized throughout the facility and fluctuated 
in size from 6 to 250 electricians working 24-hour days over a 
9-day period.

The Kelso-Burnett Co. team led by Project Manager and 
Superintendent Bob Dawson, General Foreman Eddie Rosales, 
Foremen Paul Cisco, Chris Crylen, Tim Quinlivan and Tracy 
Olkiewicz, and numerous Kelso-Burnett and McCormick 
Place electricians had an assortment of tasks over the 9-day 
project. The K-B team was responsible for the assembly of 
new temporary offices, the Main Meeting Room, various 
breakout and meeting rooms, conference centers, and much 
more throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings. Within these spaces, Kelso-Burnett electricians 

used over 10,000 feet of lighting truss, installed over 30,000 
stage lighting fixtures, and installed a one Mega-Watt backup 
generator. During the live NATO conference, Kelso-Burnett had 
50 electricians on ‘stand by’ that installed a 200 person press 
box containing a 600-Amp feed with over 200 20-Amp circuits 
in only 4-hours!

Work over the course of the project was completed under 
constant surveillance from the Secret Service and other 
McCormick Place Security. Prior to the project, every Kelso-
Burnett electrician had to submit to a background check in 
order to gain authorization and receive entry badges into the 
facility. While working inside the convention center, security 
was even more stringent. Electricians were constantly under 
surveillance and Secret Service Agents were always present 
throughout the construction process. Before any lighting 
truss could be raised, Secret Service dogs were used to 
evaluate the area and sniff around each truss for any signs of 
foreign materials (explosives, weapons, etc.). Even with all 
of the distractions around McCormick Place, Kelso-Burnett 
electricians were able to accomplish all of their assigned tasks 
ahead of schedule as thousands of international travelers poured 
into the city of Chicago.

Our gratitude goes out to Edlen Exhibitor Service’s project 
team consisting of Regional Vice President Mike Wickens, 
and General Manager Art Hill for their expertise and 
professionalism throughout the course of the project. The 2012 
Chicago NATO Summit was a great success for Edlen, Kelso-
Burnett, and for the entire City of Chicago. Additionally, the 
Chicago Police Department did a fantastic job with handling of 
all the protests, and showed the world that Chicago is ready to 
handle anything that is presented to us. Although we are sorry 
to see this great event end, we are pleased to have yet again 
worked on another very exciting piece of Chicago’s incredible 
history.
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One of the advantages of working for a company like 
Kelso-Burnett Co. is the opportunity to be involved in 
some very unique and interesting projects. Over our 
104-year history we’ve done just about everything from 
the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair “Century of Progress” to 
the 2011 Rivers Casino in Des Plaines, Illinois. We have 
completed projects for nuclear power plants, hospitals, 
corporate campuses,  GE assembly plants, automotive 
lines, television and radio studios, data centers, schools, 
pharmaceuticals and just about everything imaginable that 
runs on electricity. But one thing we have never done is a 
NATO summit, until now.

Never before has a NATO summit been held on US 
soil outside of Washington DC (which hosted two).  
Kelso-Burnett was called upon as the sole provider for 
all the electrical requirements for the two day event 
which occupied over 800,000 square-feet of convention 
floor space at McCormick Place North and South. The 
Lakeside building utilized another 300,000 square feet of 
staging area for the event. Over sixty three countries were 
represented along with the current twenty eight NATO 
member nations. Approximately 19,000 VIPs, along with 
about 2,200 credentialed journalists, flew in from around 
the world for the summit.

Our schedule was quite simple, one week to set up and 
48 hours to disassemble. The challenge was to mobilize 
crews that continuously fluctuated in size from 6 to 
250 working 24-hour days over a 9 day period. In the 
meantime, it was critical to us that all of our ongoing jobs 
would be properly manned during this process. Our crews 
went about the tasks of assembling new offices, meeting 
rooms, conference centers and the main meeting room 
throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings while under the scrutiny of a tight security 
regimen.

Thanks to the ‘can do’ attitude of our employees, we were 
able to accomplish all of our assigned tasks, totaling over 
12,500 man-hours, ahead of schedule as thousands of 
international travelers poured into the city. The NATO 
summit was a great success not only for Kelso-Burnett 
Co., but also for the entire City of Chicago and the state 
of Illinois. We’re sorry to see this great event end, but on 
the other hand we can’t wait to see what our next great 
new adventure will be! Please continue to read through 
our newsletter for more information on our work at the 
NATO Chicago Summit.

– Brad Weir, President & CEO

This past May, Kelso-Burnett Co. was called upon to be 
the sole provider for all of the electrical requirements for 
the prestigious NATO Chicago Summit. The North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) began in 1949 and is an 
intergovernmental alliance made up of 28 countries from 
Europe and North America that cooperate with one another 
in the fields of security and defense. NATO’s alliance works 
on keeping its countries safe and secure from threats such as 
weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missile technologies, 
cyber attacks, terrorism, government repression, and more. 
Outside of Washington, D.C., there has never been a NATO 
summit held on U.S. soil until the 2012 NATO Chicago 
Summit.

Contracted through Edlen Exhibitor Services, Kelso-Burnett 
Co. completed all of the lighting requirements for the two-
day conference held at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. 
This project was unlike any other Kelso-Burnett has ever been 
on over its 104-year history. K-B electricians were given one 
week for set-up, and only 48-hours to disassemble everything 
within an 800,000 square-foot working area at the McCormick 
Place facility. Over the short project duration, crews were 
continuously mobilized throughout the facility and fluctuated 
in size from 6 to 250 electricians working 24-hour days over a 
9-day period.

The Kelso-Burnett Co. team led by Project Manager and 
Superintendent Bob Dawson, General Foreman Eddie Rosales, 
Foremen Paul Cisco, Chris Crylen, Tim Quinlivan and Tracy 
Olkiewicz, and numerous Kelso-Burnett and McCormick 
Place electricians had an assortment of tasks over the 9-day 
project. The K-B team was responsible for the assembly of 
new temporary offices, the Main Meeting Room, various 
breakout and meeting rooms, conference centers, and much 
more throughout the vast floor space of the convention center 
buildings. Within these spaces, Kelso-Burnett electricians 

used over 10,000 feet of lighting truss, installed over 30,000 
stage lighting fixtures, and installed a one Mega-Watt backup 
generator. During the live NATO conference, Kelso-Burnett had 
50 electricians on ‘stand by’ that installed a 200 person press 
box containing a 600-Amp feed with over 200 20-Amp circuits 
in only 4-hours!

Work over the course of the project was completed under 
constant surveillance from the Secret Service and other 
McCormick Place Security. Prior to the project, every Kelso-
Burnett electrician had to submit to a background check in 
order to gain authorization and receive entry badges into the 
facility. While working inside the convention center, security 
was even more stringent. Electricians were constantly under 
surveillance and Secret Service Agents were always present 
throughout the construction process. Before any lighting 
truss could be raised, Secret Service dogs were used to 
evaluate the area and sniff around each truss for any signs of 
foreign materials (explosives, weapons, etc.). Even with all 
of the distractions around McCormick Place, Kelso-Burnett 
electricians were able to accomplish all of their assigned tasks 
ahead of schedule as thousands of international travelers poured 
into the city of Chicago.

Our gratitude goes out to Edlen Exhibitor Service’s project 
team consisting of Regional Vice President Mike Wickens, 
and General Manager Art Hill for their expertise and 
professionalism throughout the course of the project. The 2012 
Chicago NATO Summit was a great success for Edlen, Kelso-
Burnett, and for the entire City of Chicago. Additionally, the 
Chicago Police Department did a fantastic job with handling of 
all the protests, and showed the world that Chicago is ready to 
handle anything that is presented to us. Although we are sorry 
to see this great event end, we are pleased to have yet again 
worked on another very exciting piece of Chicago’s incredible 
history.
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